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About This Text

What do researchers talk about when they talk about borders? 
International debates on boundaries and borders have multiplied along with the
global restructuring of the economy, the crisis of state sovereignty, and the
increased migration flows from developing countries. Border studies have emerged
as a field of study from the joint effort of geographers, anthropologists as well as
political scientists to tackle the multifaceted complexity of borderland identities
and landscapes. Nowadays, a trans-disciplinary approach more and more is
replacing the affiliation of border scholars to separated fields of knowledge.
However, as this convergence is far from complete, its potential for territorial
development is limited. The book urges the need to apply trans-disciplinary
methods in the making and management of boundaries. Though this can be done in
multiple ways, the construction of a trans-disciplinary lexicon is key to facilitate a
mutual understanding between researchers with different backgrounds, as well as
between researchers and policy makers. However, such a lexicon also serves to
“misunderstand” each other, unfolding the ambiguity of the border as a quality that
cannot be eliminated in theory or in practice.
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Chapter 6
Infrastructures, Borders, and the Making of the African

Territory: The Case of Zambia
Giulia Scotto

6.1. Infrastructure

Definitions of “infrastructure” tend to be partial and situated. None the less,
jointly considered, they reveal the relevance of the concept for a multitude of
disciplines and elucidate various aspects of infrastructural assemblages. Some
definitions are merely operative and based on lists of artefacts, others are rather
theoretical speculations produced by scholars who see in infrastructure a
stimulating concept, a lens, and a metaphor to understand and interpret society
and modernity.

Infrastructures have been theorized as networks (Hardt and Negri, 2002),
systems, webs, and flows (Castells, 2010). They have been studied as the
manifestation of capitalist economy, as the space of interaction between humans
and nonhumans and as assemblages of the two, as global phenomena and local
artefacts, as tools of government and as objects and spaces of fear and desire
(Morris, 2010; Larkin, 2013). Infrastructures are “things and the relation between
things”, “matter that enable the movement of other matter” (Larkin, 2013, p. 329)
and therefore, mechanisms to control time (Graham and Marvin, 1996). Other
definitions underline the fact that infrastructures are simultaneously performing
different and often contrasting tasks: “they enable and simultaneously constrain.
They overcome ‘distanciation’ and simultaneously commit the user to the
discipline of the grid” (Giddens, 1984, p. 222.).
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In the field of urban studies and geography, renewed interest in networked 
territorial infrastructure arose in recent year based on the Lefebvrian hypothesis 
of planetary urbanization. For Lefebvre, transport and communication networks 
are the vectors that enabled the global expansion of the urban. His theory 
informed Neil Brenner’s work on “broader territories of urbanization”, a 
definition that includes the inhabited landscapes of production, extraction, 
tourism, and circulation (Brenner, 2014).

Despite this planetary perspective, it has to be said that most theories on 
infrastructure is grounded in the Global North where disruptions and systems 
failures are considered exceptional phenomena, and where, as Susan Leigh Star 
famously claimed, infrastructure systems, highly automated and efficient, tend 
to become visible only upon breakdown (Leigh Star, 2010). Only recently, 
scholars started observing how such systems operate in the developing world. 
Here, infrastructures are often depicted as lacking, failing (De Boeck, 2016) 
and requiring human individual and collective efforts (Simone, 2013; Anand, 2017). 
Emphasis on the informal, unplanned character of African urbanization 
tends to obscure the historical role of infrastructure as a tool of exploitation 
and control.
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For this paper, I draw on two main bodies of work often considered 
antithetic. The first one is that of critical theory, which sees infrastructure 
as an agent in the capitalist production of space, a materialization of (state) 
power and a dispositive of control at various scales (Harvey, 1985; Foucault, 
2008). As products of capitalism, infrastructures transform space in order to 
sustain processes of accumulation and reproduction of capital. They 
produce and reproduce unequal socioeconomic relations which are 
repeatedly causing exclusions and spatial inequality (De Coss, 2016). At the 
same time, drawing on Science and Technology Studies, I see 
infrastructures as active technopolitical assemblages of things, people and 
practices designed to achieve specific political goals but whose 
consequences are never completely predictable (Hecht, 2011; Mitchell, 
2002). The notion of techno-politics underlines how built artefacts, by



redistributing the agency of the planners on their form and materiality, perform
alternative tasks from the initially envisioned one (Mitchell, 2002).

6.2. Infrastructures and borders

Both infrastructures and borders can be understood as techno-political
assemblages, they generate relationships which can simultaneously or
alternatively be productive and destructive: they bring together but they can also
separate (Gaeta, 2017). Infrastructures and borders exist and have different
effects at different scales, they can be visible or invisible and determine urban
and territorial structures. If their multiple and alternative effects can only
partially be predicted, their official goals remain often undeclared (Easterling,
2014).

There are at least two ways to investigate the relationship between the
concept of border and that of infrastructure: think of the border as an
infrastructure or, alternatively, inquire infrastructures as borders.

The first of the two approaches aims at understanding how borders operate,
what their meanings as well as their spatial and social consequences are.
Primarily designed to define and mark territorial limits of property, sovereignty,
and legal status and to control the flows of goods, people, and information
across them, borders can be seen as infrastructural assemblages whose far-
reaching consequence are never completely predicted or declared.

The second approach conceptualizes infrastructures as constraining tools, as
powerful and subtle devices of exclusion causing uneven urban growth and
conflicts (Giddens, 1984). Highways and railways are often used (more or less
consciously) to determine territorial fragmentation, social segregation and the
removal of undesired functions and social groups (Secchi, 2015). Graham and
Marvin (2001, p. 18) refer to the potential of infrastructure to establish global
connection while causing local (dis)connection as one of the “networked
paradoxes” which corollary states that “the construction of spaces of mobility
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and flow for some, however, always involves the construction of barriers for
others”. This paradox underlines the need to study infrastructures
simultaneously at various scales in order to understand their multiple and often
contradicting territorial and social consequences (Edwards, 2003).

The practices of tracing borders and connecting distant places through
infrastructures are constantly shaping and reshaping the territory thus defining
evolving “sociotechnical geometries of power” (Graham and Marvin, 2009, p. 17).
In the next sections, I will present a reading of Africa’s historical geometries of
power. The reading of this palimpsest made of old and existing territorial
transport infrastructures, national and international borders will reveal a history
of colonial and neo-colonial exploitation, of nation building struggles and pan
African aspirations.

6.3. Northern Rhodesia: of railways and borders

The first colonial power to impose its presence on what would then become
Northern Rhodesia was a private company, the British South Africa Company
(BSAC) led by Cecil John Rhodes. In the second half of the nineteen century,
Rhodes and his company’s paramilitary forces acquired and ruled over vast
African territories reaching from the Cape in the south to the Zambesi river in
the north. The Chartered BSAC traded and fought with local chiefs for land
acquisition, built and owned mines and railways through which it extracted and
exported metal ores and diamonds (Lunn, 1992).

The oddly shaped territory of Northern Rhodesia was the result of capitalist
expansionism clashing with geographical and geopolitical constrains (Roberts,
1976). Once crossed the Zambesi river, which still forms the southern border of
Zambia, the company had to negotiate with the chiefs of the Lozi, Bemba, Lunda
and Ngoni empires in order to obtain control on their land. In most of the cases
British won local support by offering protection to local chiefs against African
enemies, but negotiation was not always easy nor peaceful. The Ngoni empire
for example, ruling over the southeast region of future Northern Rhodesia,
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mobilized a large force against the white invasion before surrendering to the
power of British artillery and machine guns (Roberts, 1976).

Rhodes imperial ambition was to expand its mining rights and its railways to
the north in order to reach the British colonies on the Mediterranean Sea, but,
once his company reached the already established Belgian, Portuguese and
German colonies of central Africa, the borders of Northern Rhodesia had to be
set against them and Rhode’s vision had to be aborted. The new border divided
the copper rich region in two. The most part of the mining area, i.e. the Katanga
region, was already controlled by the Belgians who were exporting copper
through Angola while the southern section became part of the BSAC possession
and its copper was exported via the Rhodesia Railway trains through South
Africa.

In order to transform nature into a resource for commodity production and
capital accumulation (Shiva, 2009) and rationalize the savage African landscape,
Europeans defined an outward oriented geography of lines and nodes that they
could understand and control. In Railway Imperialism, Ronald Robinson
observes how “the railroad was not only the servant but also the principal
generator of informal empire” (Robinson, 1991, p. 2).

Northern Rhodesia, governed by the BSAC’s paramilitary forces, gained
recognition from various European powers in 1887 but the significance of the
company rule did not became clear to local populations until the establishment
of the colonial administration and the beginning of tax collection. Only then did
the ordinary villager realize “that both he and his chief had a new master”
(Roberts, 1976, p. 170).

Colonial borders became tools to organize the territory and the mining rights,
to classify and govern local population, and to regulate and tax existing and
new trades. Often, given the length of the Northern Rhodesia frontier, the desire
to control it was more pronounced than the capability to do so and most
borders remained little more than a line on the map (Roberts, 1976).
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In the following years, the mining industry of Northern Rhodesia flourished
thanks to the stable growth of copper’s price and the railway line became the
economic backbone of the colony. Most urban settlements, industries, and
economic activities developed within a narrow area along the rail while a sparse
population lived of subsistence agriculture in the less accessible provinces
(Simmance, 1972).

Fig. 6.1 - European population and Native Reserves in Rhodesia, 1931.
Source: Kay (1967).

Enclaves and segregation

In order to encourage European migration to Northern Rhodesia, the British
Colonial Office decided to set aside plots of land for exclusive European use. The
most fertile, productive and accessible swaths of land – mainly along the railway
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and around the mines – were designated as “crown land” and could be only
purchased by white settlers. Africans could not reside permanently on crown
land and had to relocate to the “native reserves”. The reserves were duly marked
out in two years between 1928 and 1930 and Africans living in the surrounding
were forcibly relocated within them. Most of the remaining land was officially
left aside for white settlers that never came (Roberts, 1976).

The reserves did not provide enough land to ensure a productive cultivation
of the poor soil through the traditional nomadic methods. They soon became
overcrowded and shortages of land and food pushed the male population to
migrate towards the mines and the urban areas seeking wage labour. In such a
low inhabited country, the main goal of the definition of reserves was not to
ensure enough land for white settlers but rather to provide them with cheap
local labour (Roberts, 1976). To limit the flow of migration toward the “line of
rail”, the colonial administration determined that only single African male
workers were allowed to temporarily live around cities and mines.

The north-south orientation of Northern Rhodesia’s urbanisation pattern
reflected her infrastructural, political and economic dependence on Southern
Rhodesia and South Africa. Furthermore, the railway played a major role in the
definition of administrative and racial enclaves carved out by the colonial
administration as a tool to structure and dominate land and population.
Through the definition of “crown land” and “native reserves”, the colonial state
deprived locals of any right in the white zones and gave birth to a fragmented
system of landownership that still defines territorial structures, patterns of
productivity and migrations throughout Africa (Mbembé and Rendall, 2000).

Lusaka

Lusaka, the capital of Northern Rhodesia since 1931, was originally
established in 1905 as a technical stop on the railway line. Named after the chief
of the existing Lenje village, the area offered a flat dolomitic soil and consistent
water reservoirs to refill the train’s steam engines. In 1906, when the railway
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construction ended at the border with the Congo, many white settlers who were
left without work purchased farmlands in its surroundings. Thanks to their
farming activity, a marketing centre grew around the train stop where products
were loaded and unloaded.

In 1913, the BSAC developed a simple master plan to control the growth of
the township (Kay, 1971). The railway and the dirt track running parallel to it –
named Cairo Road1 as a tribute to Rhodes’s imperialist vision – constituted the
main axis of a linear gridded master plan expanding for two miles along the
railway. Logistic and storage spaces were located towards the rail line while the
main public buildings and services sprang up along Cairo Road. White colonists
also settled within the gridded structure while African workers lived in
compounds south of the town.

In 1931 the colonial government decided to move its capital from Livingston
to a more central location. Lusaka, which in 1931 had a population of four
hundred and seventy Europeans, was chosen for its favourable position and
pleasant climate. In 1935 a new master plan for the expansion of the capital city
was developed by the British architect S. D. Adshead. The new town was planned
as a racially divided garden city of tree-lined boulevards and big plots for the
Europeans’ villas while a new railway branch was supposed to expand eastward
physically separating the new European quartiers from the African one.
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Fig. 6.2 - Lusaka Masterplan, S. D. Adshead, 1935.
Source: Kay (1967).

The railway expansion never happened and with it failed the 
idea to concentrate all Africans in one big compound. African 
workers, with the exception of domestic servants, could not live within the 
European township and were accommodated in a variety of legal 
and illegal settlements in the surroundings. Some compounds were set 
aside by local authorities, others were organized on private land where plots 
or houses could be rented, others emerged as unauthorized settlements 
(Kay, 1967). The geography of Lusaka and of other colonial towns has 
been greatly affected by the separation of different racial groups. African 
and European residential areas were not only separated but also strikingly 
different (Kay, 1967).

After independence, racial segregations and internal territorial boundaries 
officially ceased to exist but the difference in wealth and material life conditions 
between black and white populations changed much slower than expected and so 
did the colonially inherited spatial structures. European and African housing
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areas were no longer known as such but few Africans could afford to move into
former Europeans areas (Kay, 1967).

Many names changed, one for all, Northern Rhodesia became Zambia. The
tribute to the big Zambesi river was chosen in the attempt to eliminate the heavy
legacy imposed by Cecil Rhodes’ megalomania. Other names stayed but acquired
new meanings like for example the central Cairo Road which now invokes the
spirit of Pan African unity. As George Kay wrote though, “it is relatively easy to
change names, but more difficult to create new images and extraordinarily
difficult to build new worlds” (Kay, 1967, p. 48).

6.4. Border genesis and Uti possidetis

In the 1950s and 1960s, most African countries achieved independence from
their colonial masters. The end of direct colonial domination marked the
beginning of a phase that could ideally lead to a radical political and territorial
transformation such as the constitution of a continental union or the
reaffirmation of precolonial spatial practices. Pan-Africanist independentist
leaders envisioned the possibility to unify Africa in one political entity but
despite their efforts, within a few years the nation-state emerged as the universal
form of government (Cooper, 2002).

At the Pan-African congress held in Manchester in 1945, African intellectuals
from all over the world predicted that end of imperialism would bring a future
of freedom and unity for all Africans. However, they were not able to define a
clear vision of what sort of institution would supplant and merge the colonial
states (Cooper, 2000). As African states started, one by one, to achieve
independence, many Pan-African politicians run for local elections and attained
relevant positions at the local and national level. They became presidents, prime
ministers, and majors thus silently accepting the existing administrative structure
of the colonial state.
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Africanism had already evolved from being a continental union of people to a
union of states. In that occasion, a timid vision of a United States of Africa was
proposed by Kwame Nkrumah, Ghana’s first president. Nkrumah’s idea was
soon dismissed by other African leaders who feared the loss of their recently
achieved power and the growing international prestige of the Ghanaian
president (Cooper, 2002).

An even more timid state-centred idea of Pan-Africanism gave birth, a few
years later, to the Organization of African Unity (OAU) that in 1964, following
the uti possidetis principle, officially legitimized the new states and the
intangibility of their existing borders (Mbembé and Rendall, 2000; Lalonde,
2002). The uti possidetis principle, which mandates the conversion of
administrative boundaries into international borders, was considered the most
suitable mean to ensure a peaceful transition from colonial to national status.
The assumption that this linear transition would limit the escalation of armed
conflict though, did not take into account other complex outcomes, namely the
fact that the principle could lead to an excessive territorial fragmentation and
that the new states, bypassing even minor territorial adjustments, totally avoided
processes of self-determination. The application of the principle indeed
comported the exogenous legitimation of the new states within the former
colonial borders (Ratner, 1996). In order to demonstrate that their legitimacy
was not rooted in the colonial era, the new independent states tried to emphasize
their linkages with precolonial forms of government and depicted the colonial
period as a temporary parenthesis (Ajay in Cooper, 2000).

The instrumentalization of “precolonial” imaginaries became a recurring and
contentious activity throughout Africa’s recent history. Both the colonial and
the postcolonial states relied, with opposite intentions, on conflicting narratives
of Africa’s precolonial era. Colonialist narratives depicted Africa as a “terra
nullius”, as a tabula rasa sparsely inhabited by nomad savages following
primitive customs with a loose notion of territoriality. This image was clearly
developed in order to legitimize the penetration and conquer of what was
considered an under-exploited and underdeveloped continent, none the less, it

During the All-Africa Peoples’ Congress in 1958, it became clear that Pan-

managed to broadly affect common knowledge about Africa’s pre-colonial past.
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What is clear, is that the European, almost standardized, notion of 
territoriality was radically different from the variety of political forms and 
territorial structures that coexisted in pre-colonial Africa. Some of these 
structures were fixed, some more fluid, some tangible and some rather 
“anthropometric” (Nugent and Asiwaju, 1996). In some cases, political entities 
were not delimited by boundaries in the classical sense of the term while in 
others, frontiers were demarcated through forts or walled towns (Nugent and 
Asiwaju, 1996). Wars, conquests, and the mobility of goods and persons defined 
a space that was constantly evolving (Kopytoff, 1989).

The genesis of the colonial, and therefore of the current, African borders is 
similarly a highly controversial topic. Common knowledge wants them to be 
“primarily the outcome of European power-politics” (Nugent 1996, p. 41). 
Achille Mbembé, Cameroonian philosopher and political theorist, on the other 
hand maintains that “to state that current African boundaries are merely a 
product of colonial arbitrariness is to ignore their multiple geneses” (Mbembé 
and Rendall 2000, p. 265). According to Mbembé, current national borders 
emerged during the period of informal empire as consequence of traders and 
missionaries’ negotiation with local entities. These boundaries were subsequently 
crystalized by the construction of military and trading infrastructures such as 
forts and railways. By criticizing the idea that the boundaries separating African 
states were arbitrarily defined by colonialism, Mbembé diminishes the role of the 
colonial enterprise and underlines the agency of African populations. Against 
other scholars, he argues that African borders are not more arbitrary than any 
other border and that their genesis somehow reflects “the commercial, religious, 
and military realities, the rivalries, power relationships, and alliances that 
prevailed among the various imperial powers and between them and Africans 
through the centuries preceding colonization proper” (Mbembé and Rendall, 
2000, p. 265).
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historian Fredrick Cooper, emphasizes the importance of the decolonization
process in the definition of today’s territorial fragmentation. Political
independence was granted by Britain and France to part of their territories
rather than to whole federations. This happened also because most battles to
achieve independence have been fought locally by different personalities who
rarely managed to act collectively beyond colonial borders. As a matter of fact,
decolonization often transformed loose administrative borders into international
frontiers and left new nations with limited resources, and, as we will see in the
case of Zambia, highly dependent on former allies.

6.5. Independent Zambia

In 1964, Kenneth Kaunda, leader of the nationalist movement from the early
1960s, became the first president of Zambia. In the year of its independence,
Zambia was the third larger copper producer in the world (after Congo and
Chile). The new government who gained control on copper royalties was rated
one of the most prosperous in Sub-Saharan Africa (Arnold and Weiss, 1977).

The end of colonial domination revealed Zambia’s dependency on Southern
Rhodesia’s and South Africa’s infrastructure and its dream of economic self-
reliance clashed with the difficulty to overcome its colonial economic, cultural,
and territorial inheritance. Cooper’s (2000) definition of “gatekeeper states”
perfectly illustrates the conditions of post-independence Zambia. The new state’s
sovereignty, like the colonial one before, was recognized from the outside and,
despite the attempt to root the independent nation in precolonial imaginaries,
the postcolonial regime had trouble earning trust and legitimacy from within.
This lack of respect and internal support manifested in the difficulty of the
“postcolony”2 to collect taxes and establish new rules without the use of violence
(Mbembé and Rendall, 2000). In this fragile and externally oriented constellation,
the power of the gatekeeper state derived “from controlling the interface of
national and world economies” and from “collecting and distributing resources
that derived from the gate itself: customs revenue and foreign aid” (Cooper,

Another notable perspective on this topic, proposed by the Africanist
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2000, p. 157). The management of copper export and taxation and the collection
of foreign funding became the main activity of the Zambian state.

Zambia was originally conquered from the south and was developed by the
BSAC as part of the British South Africa region. Throughout colonial
domination all its exports had been shipped via railway through the ports of
South Africa, but after Zambia’s independence and the unilateral declaration of
independence (UDI) of Southern Rhodesia’s white minority, in 1965, the
relationship between the two Rhodesia deteriorated.

Zambia’s non-racial policies, and the support it was providing to the
paramilitary forces fighting for Africa’s liberation in Mozambique and Southern
Rhodesia (still under colonial control), inevitably generated an ideological
conflict with far reaching geopolitical consequences. The border between Zambia
and Southern Rhodesia, once the administrative boundary between two British
controlled territories, became an African iron curtain dividing independent
Africa from the white and colonial south. The closing of the border after the UDI
and the UN embargo against the illiberal apartheid state drastically affected
Zambia’s economy. To maintain the flow of copper, its main source of revenue,
Zambia was forced to secure a new outlet to the sea.

Zambia’s only politically reliable neighbour was Tanzania. Independent since
1961, Tanzania was governed by Julius Nyerere who shared Kaunda’s socialist
and pan-Africanist believes. Despite the fact that both countries had been British
colonies since WWI, the only physical connection between the two was the
Great North Road, an unpaved track built during the World War I to convey
British troops to the German East African front. Since then, Tanzania, part of the
British East African administrative unit, had almost no exchange with northern
Rhodesia and the British Central Africa Federation (Bailey, 1976).

The poorly engineered Great North Road, unable to cope with the heavy
loaded copper trucks, became soon impassable. In order to permanently
overcome Zambia’s isolation, presidents Kaunda and Nyerere envisioned a new
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railway link. The “freedom railway”, as it was often called, would run almost
parallel to the Great North Road and, connecting Zambia to the Indian Ocean at
Dar es Salaam, it would guarantee the export of copper with minimum import of
fuel and vehicles.

Fig. 6.3 - UN study of Zambia alternative transport routes after Southern Rhodesia
UDI, 1973.

Source: UNECA Repository, E/CN.14/ECO/61, 8 June 1973.
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knowledge to undertake the construction of such large-scale infrastructure and
had to turn to foreign donors in order to gather financial aid and technical
assistance (Roberts, 1976). After the project had been dismissed as uneconomic
and unnecessary by Britain, the USA and the Soviet Union, in 1967 the People’s
Republic of China unexpectedly offered to build the rail link. In the same year,
the World Bank, adverse to the railway construction, but willing to participate
in solving the crisis, granted loans to improve different sections of the Great
North Road, later renamed Tan-Zam Highway (Monson, 2009).

The two projects, which run partially parallel to each other, have been seen
by many as the materialized clash between a socialist vision of infrastructure
development, in which the state plays a prominent role (the railway), and a
capitalist vision of free-flowing commerce and increasing individual mobility
(the highway) (Monson 2009).

Unexpectedly, with the implementation of the liberal economic measures
imposed by the World Bank and the International Monetary Found in the 1980s,
the Zambian government lost control on the copper industry, its export and
revenues. Trucks, considered more flexible and therefore economic, became the
preferred mode of transport of the mining companies while the “freedom
railway”, no longer used for copper export, spurred the development of a new,
small scale and informal business. Farmers and traders living along the rail line
started using the train to transport goods and the stations of the TAZAMA
railway (acronym of Tanzania and Zambia Railway Authority) became lively
market places.

6.6. Trans-African nation building

In 19713, the Tan-Zam highway was integrated in one of the most ambitious
infrastructural projects ever envisioned: the Trans-African Highway (TAH).

In order to overcome Africa’s fragmented administrative structure and its
discontinuous and outward oriented infrastructure pattern, the United Nation

However, neither Zambia nor Tanzania could count on sufficient capital or
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Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) proposed to suture Africa through a
continental network of highways. The lack of infrastructural integration was
broadly perceived as one of the main causes of Africa’s underdevelopment. By
connecting among them the capitals of the newly founded states, the Trans-
African Highway was expected to spur development, increase international trade
and tourism and “bring the people of Africa together for better understanding
and for peace” (UNECA, 1971, p. 3) (Nkrumah, 1965; Gardiner, 1973; Doxiadis,
1964).

Similar to the Saint Simonians who, by building railways and credit
institutions, pushed the ideology of circulation simultaneously “toward passion”
and toward “finance” (Rabinow, 1985), the UNECA saw in the TAH a source of
unity and wealth. This late stage of Pan-Africanism, far from its original
idealistic and political claim, was rather inspired by a neo-liberal vision based on
the need to fully include Africa in the global economic market.

In his 1977 novel Petals of Blood, the Kenyan novelist Ngugi wa Thiong’o
harshly criticizes the project of a big highway crossing and cutting the village of
Ilmorog in two as the most absurd manifestation of capitalist and state neo-
colonial attitude and brings to light the “networked paradox” theorized by
Graham and Marvin (Cupers, forthcoming). “An International Highway through
Ilmorog. I suddenly wanted to laugh at the preposterous idea. Why, I asked
myself, had they not built smaller serviceable roads before thinking of
international highways? At least my journey to and from Ruwa-ini would have
been much quicker” (Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, 1977, p. 48).
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Fig 6.4 - UNECA Masterplan of the Trans-African Highway in 1975.
Source: UNECA Repository, E/CN.14/INF/73, 22 January 1975.

Once the overall masterplan was approved by the Trans-African Bureau, 
each country had to find the necessary funding to undertake the 
construction of its own section of the highway. This financial aspect of the 
TAH implementation strategy clearly exposes the little coordinating power 
of the UNECA as well as the need of postcolonial states to collect money 
from abroad in order to develop their own infrastructure.

The overall discontinuous realization of the highway also reflected the two 
contrasting tendencies at play among newly founded African states. On the one 
hand, they shared the pan-Africanist ideal of continental interconnectivity; 
on the other hand, they were guided by the need of defining a new national identity 
and a growing desire of national self-reliance. Indeed, the TAH was not only 
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developed as an assemblage of roads, but also as committees and regulations
aiming at standardizing the experience of travelling and trading along the
highway. In order to do so, the UNECA promoted “a program of revision and
unification of road design standards, road signs, road traffic regulations and
custom and immigration procedures” (United Nations. Economic Commission
for Africa, 1974, p. 2).

The post-independence “era of development” coincided with a phase of state
formation where building large-scale infrastructure became a way of building
the nation-state itself (Mitchell, 2002). The “freedom railway” and the Tanzam
Highway were two of such projects. Especially in the most remote and poorly
served areas of the country, they embodied the new state.

Similarly, setting up borders and exercising control over international flows
had a fundamental role in the definition of national identities. Mundane
activities such as fencing a line, establishing procedures of inspection and
control, defining immigration and custom regulation, but also designing and
producing passports, visas, and national currencies are all modern social
practices that “help manufacture an almost transcendental entity, the nation
state” (Mitchell, 1991, p. 94). Transport infrastructures and borders
infrastructures became manifestations of state power and devices of control.
They both allowed the movements of people and goods, but they also forced
their flows along specific paths and through specific points.

6.7. Coda

Africa is now divided in 54 states (55 with Western Sahara) through 50’000
miles of international borders. Only few of them are crossed by paved roads and
the official road crossing points are 345 (Griffiths, 1996). The permeability of
borders varies greatly from point to point and depending on who or what is
attempting to cross them. Until recent years, individual border crossing and
small-scale smuggling tended to be tolerated while more severe controls
interested the transport of goods, especially when the border control could
constitute a source of revenue.
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In the last years, a new interest for African borders arose in relation to 
politics of migration control. The European Union envisioned the possibility to 
control African migrants before they leave the continent and is offering 
cooperation and investments funding to those countries willing to implement 
more severe border control policies (Chandler, 2018). The notion of the 
gatekeeper state proposed by Cooper to describe the postcolonial regime and its 
outward oriented economy is now assuming a new meaning. The state is still 
earning money through the policing of its borders, but its core business shifted 
from the control of natural resources import and export to the limiting of 
people’s freedom of movement.

1 Cairo Road is one of the few colonial street names that survived Zambian independence. After 1964 it acquired a new Pan-
African meaning.

2 The postcolony, as Achille Mbembé defines post-independence governments, was a “regime of violence” that adopted
measures similar to those adopted by the colonial rulers in order to legitimize itself (Mbembé, 1992).

3 The Greek Architect Costantinos Doxiadis already developed an African Transport plan in 1964 (Doxiadis, 1964).
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